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Improved Quality Thanks to Optimized Production
of Membrane Regulators
High-quality membrane regulators require an exact and reliable production process
to guarantee the precise opening and closing of the traps. To meet these demanding
requirements we have further enhanced the production of our membrane regulators.

This means for you:
!" Improved product quality
!" Shorter delivery times thanks to reorganised production process
!" Higher operational reliability thanks to reduced down time

Benefits of the automated production process:
!" High repeatability ensures reliable production process
!" Reduced external interferences
!" Shorter transport routes
!" Process-accurate welds without annealing coatings

Thanks to:
!" Exact parts handling
!" Sensor-controlled sequence of operations
!" Automatic and accurate filling of the membrane with control liquid
!" Welding of peripheric seam with simultaneous cooling
!" Extensive test procedure

The consistent improvement of our production processes will put us in
a position to meet also in the future the ever-increasing demands made
on our products.

GESTRA - The Steam Experts

Interested? Please contact Mr René Juergens, GESTRA GmbH, Marketing,
Tel.+49 421 3503-496 mailto:rjuergens@gestra.de
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GESTRA is a global leader in the design and production of valves and control
systems for heat and process fluid control. Being a member of the Invensys group,
we are capable of offering our customers complete and intelligent solutions
engineered to function with maximum reliability.
Our products and services have many practical applications
and are employed where
!" steam is generated, distributed or used
!" fluids flow
!" energy saving is possible
!" environmental protection and safety-oriented control systems are needed..

Visit us at http://www.gestra.de or
click to connect: gestra.today@gestra.de when you
!" want to subscribe to the e-mail distribution list
!" know someone who wants to subscribe to the e-mail distribution list
!" want to unsubscribe from the distribution list
!" want to submit an article
!" have any questions
Please state whether you want an English or German version.


